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Dear Friend(s) of Raivaaja: 12/17/18

As most all of you know, we at the Raivaaja Foundation have begun a massive project to digitize the entire 
collection of 104 years of archived print copies of the former Raivaaja newspaper.  Already, with the support 
of people like you, we have been able to digitize approximately 64,000 pages of Raivaaja and place 
some onto the Internet via the Raivaaja website.  We are doing this to make the information contained in 
these old newspapers freely and readily available to any and all persons interested in Finnish-American 
history and culture.

In addition to the local, national, and international news items of the years from 1905 to 2009, all the 
photographs that appeared in the print editions will be able to be seen and studied.  Some will have general 
historical interest while others may have a more personal significance  if they portray family members or 
friends from years ago. 

This project is a huge and expensive undertaking.  The 64,000+ pages (1940-2009) digitized to date are 
only a fraction of the total amount to be done.  The work is being divided into phases, so that the project can 
proceed as sufficient funding becomes available.

Already, due to the outstanding support of friends like you, we have been able to demonstrate to funding 
organizations like the Finlandia Foundation and the Fitchburg Cultural Council that private individuals regard 
this as a worthwhile undertaking. Your many, large and small, individual donations and purchases have 
funded 80% of the over 9,400 RAIVAAJA  newspapers now digitally preserved for all time!

We ask that you please consider donating to Raivaaja Foundation so that this important work can continue!

Kiitos.  

   DH                           MC                             LH                           RH
Dennis Hill                     Marita Cauthen           Lloyd Hannula                  Bob Hanninen
President                      Secretary & Editor           Vice  President                     Treasurer

------------------------------------------------please cut and return with your donation  –------------------------------------------         
Yes! I want to help Raivaaja Foundation preserve and digitize its historical collection documenting the Finnish-
American experience of the last 100 years. I've enclosed my contribution  of $250.___100.___ 50.___  Other:____ 

Name   _______________________________________________________________________________
Address  ______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address _________________________________________________     Please check ____ Yes, 
RAIVAAJA FOUNDATION may send me updates via email.   RAIVAAJA will not share your e-mail *address with 
others.   Make your check out to Raivaaja Foundation, Inc. and send it to: 
Raivaaja Foundation,  c/o R. Hänninen, Treasurer,   640 Townsend Road,  Groton, MA 01450-1110   

* RAIVAAJA FOUNDATION is a fully qualified 501(c)3  non profit incorporated in  Massachusetts. RAIVAAJA has no paid 
staff and depends entirely on your generosity to preserve over 113 years of Raivaaja photos, books, and  newspapers.  Fed. Tax 
ID 20-2651367
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